
Verity One's WOKE vs. AWAKE Scanning App

WOKE vs AWAKE

Platform is designed to serve the dual

economic and political landscapes

characterized by the WOKE and AWAKE

ideologies

DUBAI, UAE, May 8, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Verity One Ltd.

has taken a significant leap forward in

consumer technology with the WOKE

vs. AWAKE Mobile Scanning App, which

now integrates with the Verity One Truth Matters token (V). This revolutionary app utilizes

Blockchain and AI to provide detailed evaluations of companies' environmental and social

governance (ESG) standards, empowering consumers to make purchases that align with their

Empower your purchases

with Verity One's WOKE vs.

AWAKE app, leveraging AI

and Blockchain for

transparency.”

Adam Reiser

values.

Deep Dive into Product Scanning and Information

Accessibility

When users scan a product using the WOKE vs. AWAKE

app, they access a wealth of data, including the product’s

origin, manufacturing processes, and the company’s

adherence to ESG standards. The app’s blockchain

technology ensures that all data is accurate and tamper-proof, providing a reliable basis for

consumer decisions.

Engagement and Reward with Verity One Truth Matters Token

A unique feature of the app is its integration with the Verity One Truth Matters token (V). Users

who contribute to the database by validating information or adding new data earn V tokens as a

reward. This not only incentivizes community participation but also enhances the robustness of

the data available. Users can spend their accumulated Vs on premium features within the app or

save them as part of a digital asset portfolio.

Enhancing Consumer Influence and Transparency

Verity One's platform is designed to serve the dual economic and political landscapes

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://verity.one/blog/verity-one-news-1/empowering-choices-with-verity-one-s-woke-vs-awake-scanning-app-104
https://verity.one/blog/verity-one-news-1/empowering-choices-with-verity-one-s-woke-vs-awake-scanning-app-104
https://verity.one/blog/verity-one-news-1/empowering-choices-with-verity-one-s-woke-vs-awake-scanning-app-104


Verity One Truth Matters

WOKE vs AWAKE

characterized by the WOKE and AWAKE

ideologies. This approach resonates

particularly in today’s climate, where

many countries are engaged in political

processes, and people increasingly

prefer to support companies that

reflect their ethical views.
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Statistics: With elections and political

participation peaking globally this year,

consumer interest in ethical business

practices has markedly increased.

Verity One Ltd. facilitates transactions

while fostering a community of

informed, ethically-minded consumers.

By merging advanced technology with

a rewards system, Verity One ensures

that every purchase decision is

informed and impactful.

MATIC CONTRACT for Verity One Ltd

VERT V Token

0x691E1395E97c013f0AaF4993b206a6Bce8A2DC96

https://polygonscan.com/address/0x691e1395e97c013f0aaf4993b206a6bce8a2dc96

AI, BLOCKCHAIN, WATSON, CHATGPT, HYPERLEDGER, BITCOIN,HBAR, VERITY ONE, VERITY

LICENSE UNIT, VLU, V, POLYGON MATIC,  HEDERA HBAR, BINANCE BSC

https://polygonscan.com/address/0x691e1395e97c013f0aaf4993b206a6bce8a2dc96
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/709732342
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